Introduction
============

Cell migration is essential for development, tissue remodeling, and wound healing, and is abnormal in many pathological states. Cell migration is also a highly complex process. To migrate directionally, cells need to coordinate signaling pathways to control polarity and cytoskeleton rearrangements to generate forces required for directional movement. Force generation relies on the ability of cells to dynamically remodel adhesion sites that connect them to the underlying ECM. Such close contacts with the ECM, now commonly called focal adhesions (FAs), were first described in the 1970s by interference reflection microscopy. Unraveling the relationship between focal adhesion (FA) dynamics and cell migration has been an important aspect of cell biology research in the following decades ([@bib107]). The FA life cycle involves formation of integrin-mediated, nascent adhesions near the cell's leading edge, which either rapidly turn over or connect to the actin cytoskeleton ([@bib76]). Actomyosin-mediated pulling forces allow a subset of these nascent FAs to grow and mature, and provide forward traction forces. However, in order for cells to productively move forward, FAs also have to release and disassemble underneath the cell body and in the rear of the cell. Spatial and temporal control of turnover of these mature FAs is important, as they provide a counterbalance to forward traction forces, and regulated FA disassembly is required for forward translocation of the cell body. An important question that we are only beginning to understand is how FA turnover is spatially and temporally regulated to allow cells to appropriately respond to extracellular signals, allowing for coordinated and productive movement. The molecular mechanisms underlying the regulation of FA dynamics are expected to be complex, as the number of potential FA-associated proteins has exploded ([@bib41]; [@bib59]), and new ultrastructural approaches are starting to reveal the complexity of FA architecture ([@bib44]). In addition, FAs in the leading edge and trailing rear differ in biochemistry and function, and thus may require different but coordinated disassembly mechanisms ([@bib13]). Dynamic microtubules play an important role in controlling FA turnover, and this review focuses on our current understanding of the molecules and mechanisms involved.

Microtubules and FAs: an intimate relationship
----------------------------------------------

It was recognized early on that microtubules are required for cells to migrate directionally ([@bib93]), and that microtubules often appear associated with FAs in migrating cells ([@bib82]). Microtubules constitute a highly dynamic cytoskeleton filament system and are characterized by a nonequilibrium polymerization behavior termed dynamic instability. Microtubules stochastically switch between phases of growth and shortening, which allows rapid remodeling of the microtubule cytoskeleton and exploration of the intracellular space ([@bib50]).

In a series of classical experiments using fluorescently labeled proteins in combination with the then fledgling technique of live cell microscopy, it was first demonstrated that microtubules repeatedly target FAs ([@bib46]). Although microtubule growth toward FAs at the ventral cell surface was later confirmed by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy ([@bib56]), these experiments relied on goldfish fibroblasts with relatively spare microtubule arrays. Whether microtubules grow toward FAs is harder to establish in many mammalian cell types with denser microtubule arrays, and to what extent microtubule targeting of FAs is a general mechanism is thus still controversial. Nevertheless, several proteins have been identified in the meantime that mediate direct and specific microtubule interactions with FAs. In migrating goldfish fibroblasts, microtubule targeting events to FAs are asymmetric, and, remarkably, a higher frequency of microtubule targeting events correlates with zones of FA disassembly ([@bib47]; [@bib81]). This demonstrated for the first time that microtubule and FA dynamics are linked, and that microtubules may control FA disassembly. Individual microtubules grow multiple times toward the same or different FAs at which microtubules frequently pause and switch from growth to shortening ([@bib46]). Such growth-to-shortening transitions occur five times more frequently at FAs compared with elsewhere in the cytoplasm, and this involves the FA component paxillin ([@bib26]). Paxillin is a large multidomain scaffolding protein, and although the mechanism by which paxillin influences microtubule dynamics is not understood, it may involve recruitment or local activation of a microtubule catastrophe factor. In addition, paxillin is phosphorylated by FAK, a major modulator of FA dynamics. FAK regulates microtubule stability in the cell periphery ([@bib74]) and is also necessary for microtubule-mediated FA disassembly ([@bib29]; [@bib87]). It will be interesting to see whether FAK-mediated paxillin phosphorylation plays a role in FA-associated regulation of microtubule dynamics.

Microtubules modulate Rho GTPase signaling
------------------------------------------

One mechanism by which microtubules could influence FA dynamics is by locally modulating Rho GTPase signaling pathways that control actomyosin-based contractility. Indeed, the effects of global changes in the microtubule polymerization state on FA dynamics have been well established. Pharmacological microtubule depolymerization results in an increase in RhoA activity ([@bib80]), which correlates with increased cell contractility and FA assembly. In contrast, global microtubule polymerization after washout of a microtubule-depolymerizing drug such as nocodazole results in rapid FA disassembly ([@bib29]). Although it has been proposed that this is caused by microtubule polymerization--induced activation of Rac1 ([@bib98]; [@bib85]), Rac1 inhibition does not disrupt microtubule regrowth--induced FA disassembly ([@bib29]). It has also never been shown unambiguously that such Rac1 activation is not caused by a release from a nocodazole-induced mitotic block, resulting for example from RhoA inactivation after cytokinesis ([@bib78]). However, although RhoA and Rac1 are generally regarded as antagonistic, spatial and temporal Rho GTPase activation dynamics during cell migration, and therefore Rho GTPase regulation by microtubules, is more complex than previously appreciated ([@bib62]).

Rho GTPases are mainly activated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) that catalyze GTP loading. GEF-H1 (also known as ARHGEF2) directly binds to microtubules ([@bib79]) and is unable to activate RhoA when it is microtubule-bound ([@bib54]). Expression of mutated GEF-H1 that cannot bind microtubules results in morphological changes associated with RhoA activation such as increased contractility and stress fiber formation ([@bib54]). This is similar to what is observed upon global microtubule depolymerization, and it was proposed that GEF-H1 locally activates RhoA by being released from depolymerizing microtubules. Indeed, microtubule depolymerization-induced RhoA activation depends on GEF-H1 ([@bib20]). In addition, FA turnover is perturbed in GEF-H1--depleted cells, and FA-associated tyrosine phosphorylation is decreased, which suggests an FA disassembly defect ([@bib70]). However, a direct link between local microtubule-induced FA disassembly and GEF-H1 has not been established, and this simple model is at odds with typical microtubule behavior in migrating cells. It is inconsistent with an increased microtubule catastrophe frequency at FAs ([@bib26]), as this would be expected to locally release GEF-H1, increase RhoA activity, and promote FA assembly. Similarly, although GEF-H1 is required for RhoA activation in protruding cell edges ([@bib70]), it is hard to understand how this could be mediated by GEF-H1 release from depolymerizing microtubules, as microtubules undergo net growth toward the front of migrating cells ([@bib104]; [@bib106]; [@bib35]). In contrast, one would expect that GEF-H1 is sequestered by these growing microtubules, which should instead result in decreased RhoA activity and in Rac1 activation. Clearly, microtubule-mediated GEF-H1 regulation is more complex, and may depend on additional mechanisms such as phosphorylation-induced release from microtubules ([@bib16]) and interactions with additional factors such as the dynein light chain Tctex-1 ([@bib66]). In biochemical experiments, GEF-H1 is also directly recruited to adhesion complexes downstream of tension-mediated integrin activation and is required for subsequent RhoA activation and cellular adaptation to force ([@bib37]). Because tension stimulates microtubule growth toward FAs ([@bib48]), an untested possibility is that these microtubules sequester GEF-H1 and contribute to local RhoA inhibition. More recently, the Rac1 GEF STEF (also known as Tiam2) was found to be required for microtubule regrowth-induced FA disassembly. STEF may play a role opposing GEF-H1 because in STEF-depleted cells, nocodazole washout fails to activate Rac1 ([@bib85]). Similarly, MAP1B-mediated microtubule binding of Tiam1 may be involved in Rac1 activation in neuronal cells ([@bib69]).

Although these data collectively indicate that microtubules can globally influence Rho GTPase signaling, no conclusive model has been proposed for how microtubule polymerization dynamics could locally regulate Rho GTPase activity to control FA turnover. Because individual microtubules stochastically switch between phases of growth and shortening, and microtubules in these different phases coexist side-by-side, it is hard to imagine how GEF activity regulation through simple microtubule binding could result in a meaningful control of intracellular Rho GTPase activity. One possibility is that microtubule interactions of some GEFs are more locally controlled. The *Drosophila melanogaster* RhoGEF2, for example, binds to growing microtubule ends through interactions with EB1 ([@bib84]). Thus, RhoGEF2 may be sequestered to microtubules in regions with many growing microtubule ends. However, it is not known whether this controls RhoGEF2 activity, and intracellular diffusion would counteract any hypothetical GEF activity gradient. In addition, RhoGEF2 appears to be insect-specific, and no vertebrate GEF has been identified to date that displays EB1-mediated microtubule plus-end-binding. It is important to note that EB1-mediated plus-end-tracking does not result in net RhoGEF2 transport ([@bib57]), and another more plausible possibility is that microtubule-mediated transport of Rho regulators participates in specifying Rho GTPase activity zones. This has not been tested in migrating cells, but in mitotic cells midzone microtubules control concentration and activity of cortical RhoA GEFs and GAPs during cytokinesis, and are required to focus cleavage furrow RhoA activity ([@bib17]). In any case, more direct interactions of microtubules with FAs are likely important to account for the highly spatially controlled FA dynamics that are observed in migrating cells.

Cortical microtubule adaptors: Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), MACF1/ACF7, and cytoplasmic linker--associated proteins (CLASPs)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Close interactions between the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons occur in many cell types, including migrating cells and neuronal growth cones ([@bib86]; [@bib83]; [@bib14]). The search-and-capture idea that microtubules exploring the intracellular space are stabilized by specific interactions near the leading edge of migrating cells is not new ([@bib50]), and guidance of microtubule growth along F-actin stress fibers toward FAs has been proposed ([@bib53]; [@bib56]; [@bib89]). However, only recently have proteins been identified that mediate localized physical interactions of microtubules with FAs. Although very different at first glance, three of these proteins, APC, MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs, share several noteworthy characteristics ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). They all belong to a group of proteins that localize to growing microtubule ends through interactions with EB1 ([@bib1]; [@bib57]), and are all required for directional cell migration. All three of these proteins have been implicated in microtubule organization and/or stabilization near the leading edge of migrating cells and localize to domains near FAs. Finally, molecular interactions of all three of these proteins are negatively regulated by GSK3β phosphorylation. GSK3β is proposed to be locally inactivated downstream of several different cell polarity pathways ([@bib6]), and GSK3β inactivation is required for peripheral microtubule stabilization ([@bib27]; [@bib58]). Because GSK3β inactivation at the leading edge of migrating cells would result in dephosphorylation and activation of the microtubule-binding activity of APC, MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs, these proteins are attractive candidates to mediate local microtubule and FA cross talk.

![**+TIP-mediated microtubule--FA interactions in the front of a migrating cell.** The FA life cycle consists of nascent FA assembly near the cell's leading edge, actomyosin-mediated maturation, and subsequent disassembly as the cell migrates forward. FA interactions with the microtubule cytoskeleton are important for the regulation of FA dynamics, and three types of +TIPs have been implicated in mediating microtubule--FA interactions. It is unclear how the functions of these proteins overlap, but based on published biochemical interactions and RNAi depletion experiments, we propose a hierarchy of APC, the spectraplakin MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs, which is indicated by the arrows with broken lines. (A) APC is transported along microtubules to the cell edge and directly interacts with polarity signals such as the Wnt signaling pathway. APC may be involved in stabilizing nascent FAs. It is important to note, however, that only a subset of FAs associate with APC clusters, so other mechanisms must exist. (B) MACF1/ACF7 mediates microtubule interactions with F-actin stress fibers, and is required to guide microtubule growth toward FAs. (C) CLASPs stabilize microtubules in a domain around mature FAs. CLASP accumulation near FAs depends on interactions with the PIP3-binding protein LL5β. Different cell polarity pathways are thought to result in local GSK3β inactivation that in turn stimulates microtubule and/or FA interactions of APC, MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs. FA disassembly in the retracting rear of the cells differs mechanistically from FA turnover in the front, and it is not known to what extent the same molecules are involved. Disassembling FAs are symbolized by red dots. (D) Contrast-inverted image of CLASP2-decorated microtubules around FAs (labeled with Paxillin-mCherry) near the leading edge of a migrating epithelial cell.](JCB_201206050_Fig1){#fig1}

APC is a large multifunctional protein that was first identified as a tumor suppressor mutated in most familial and spontaneous cases of colon cancer. APC plays an important role in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway by regulating β-catenin levels ([@bib3]). Full-length APC is transported along microtubules and accumulates in dynamic cloud-shaped clusters at the plus ends of a subset of microtubules that converge into protruding cell edges ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib71]; [@bib67]; [@bib52]). The heterotrimeric kinesin KIF17 is required for APC cluster formation and itself accumulates in similar clusters at the cell edge ([@bib43]). APC clusters also closely associate with FAs and may promote FA assembly ([@bib64]). Recent data further indicate that APC, together with the formin mDia, can act as an F-actin filament nucleator ([@bib73]; [@bib11]). Although the physiological relevance of this activity is not understood, it is tempting to speculate that APC participates in "seeding" new FA sites, and that this may be important for APC's well-established role as a cell polarity regulator. Cortical APC clusters also colocalize with Dishevelled (Dvl), a central component of the Wnt signaling pathway ([@bib33]; [@bib64]). This is an important finding, as the relationship between Wnt signaling and APC localization to microtubule ends is highly controversial and largely unexplored, and APC's role in cancer progression may be independent of its microtubule-binding activity ([@bib61]). APC's role in cell polarity formation and migration may also depend on leading edge interactions with another tumor suppressor protein, Discs Large (Dlg; [@bib28]; [@bib42]), but the molecular details of this pathway have not been established.

MACF1/ACF7 belongs to the spectraplakin family of cytoskeletal linker proteins that combine multiple cytoskeleton interaction domains ([@bib90]). Spectraplakins are F-actin and microtubule cross-linkers that contribute to organization and mechanical resistance of the microtubule cytoskeleton ([@bib45]; [@bib4]). MACF1/ACF7 localizes to a domain adjacent to FAs ([@bib45]; [@bib53]; [@bib109], [@bib110]). The molecular interactions that determine MACF1/ACF7 localization near FAs are not known, although cortical MACF1/ACF7 localization may depend on APC ([@bib111]). In addition, cortical MACF1/ACF7 localization, as well as microtubule binding, is inhibited by GSK3β phosphorylation ([@bib110]). MACF1/ACF7 is thought to guide growing microtubules along actin stress fibers toward FAs ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and MACF1/ACF7-deficient cells have disorganized peripheral microtubules and display decreased FA turnover ([@bib109]). MACF1/ACF7 also has F-actin--stimulated ATPase activity, but whether this is involved in FA dynamics regulation has not been established ([@bib109]). However, an MACF1/ACF7 minigene of only the F-actin and microtubule-binding domains is not sufficient to restore migratory defects in MACF1/ACF7-deficient cells, which suggests that it is more than a simple actin--microtubule cross-linker ([@bib109]).

CLASPs localize to a domain around FAs that appears very similar to MACF1/ACF7 localization, although colocalization has not been tested in the same cell ([Fig. 1 C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib24]; [@bib60]; [@bib58]). Similar to the proposed function of MACF1/ACF7, CLASP-deficient cells have a disorganized and less stable peripheral microtubule cytoskeleton ([@bib2]; [@bib68]; [@bib24]; [@bib58]). CLASPs display a complex regulation of microtubule association. In migrating cells, CLASPs track microtubule plus ends in the cell body, but associate along microtubules in the leading edge ([@bib105]; [@bib58]). Because GSK3β phosphorylation inhibits CLASP association with microtubules ([@bib105]; [@bib58]; [@bib97]), this gradient of CLASP--microtubule association may result from local GSK3β inactivation near the leading edge. Although direct binding of MACF1/ACF7 to microtubules is also inhibited by GSK3β ([@bib110]), a similar MACF1/ACF7 gradient of microtubule binding in migrating cells has not been demonstrated. Enhanced microtubule binding of nonphosphorylated CLASP and MACF1/ACF7 in the front of the cell may thus contribute to polarized microtubule interactions with FAs. Interactions of CLASP-decorated microtubules with FAs occur along a segment near the microtubule end ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib58]), which one would expect to be more stable compared with "end-on" interactions with only the microtubule tip. In contrast to APC and MACF1/ACF7, CLASP localization around FAs does not depend on microtubules, but on an interaction with the PH-domain containing protein LL5β ([@bib60]). Although LL5β can bind to phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) as well as the F-actin cross-linker filamin-C ([@bib75]), how LL5β clusters form around FAs is not known. Strikingly, phosphoinositide 3-OH kinase (PI3K) inhibition does not abolish cortical LL5β localization ([@bib60]). Instead, LL5β clusters depend on integrin-mediated adhesion at least at the basal surface of polarized epithelial cells ([@bib39]), and certain integrins cluster around FAs in a manner similar to LL5β ([@bib18]; [@bib22]). In addition to LL5β, cortical CLASP localization also partially depends on MACF1/ACF7 ([@bib24]). CLASP-deficient cells also display migration defects ([@bib24]), and CLASPs are required for FA turnover (unpublished data).

Collectively, these data strongly indicate that the microtubule +TIPs APC, MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs are involved in similar processes controlling microtubule and FA dynamics during cell migration. However, their functions are not redundant, as inhibition or genetic knockdown of either of these proteins results in cell migration phenotypes. Thus, an important outstanding question is how these proteins function together to control FA turnover. We propose a working model in which a hierarchy of APC, MACF1/ACF7, and CLASPs controls FA dynamics by establishing a microtubule transport pathway that is required for coordinated FA turnover during directed cell migration ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). How these +TIPs cooperate with the septin filament system that is also involved in F-actin--guided microtubule growth toward FAs remains to be elucidated ([@bib9]).

Microtubule-mediated transport from and to FAs
----------------------------------------------

Once microtubules are cortically tethered at adhesion sites, how might they control FA dynamics? Because most intracellular vesicle transport processes occur along microtubules, one possibility is that these microtubules serve as specific tracks for cargo transport from and/or to FAs ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, it has long been recognized that coordinated secretion and recycling of integrin adhesion receptors is important for cell migration ([@bib12]). In brief, integrins are internalized and shuttled to either the early endosome (short loop recycling pathway) or to the perinuclear recycling compartment (long loop recycling pathway). Vesicles containing recycled integrins are then re-exocytosed at the leading edge and reused in new FAs ([@bib36]). Transport between different compartments is controlled by Rab GTPases, master regulators of vesicle identity that also mediate vesicle interactions with motor proteins and microtubule-dependent vesicle motility ([@bib38]). The rather complex route of integrins through the endosomal pathway is not a focus of this review and has been described elsewhere ([@bib19]; [@bib63]). However, this raises the question of whether microtubule-dependent integrin endocytosis could be a critical step in FA turnover.

![**Microtubule-mediated vesicle trafficking pathways involved in FA dynamics.** (A) ILK participates in microtubule stabilization near the leading cell edge, and is required for caveolin transport toward FAs. Caveolae may provide an alternative integrin endocytosis pathway. (B) Exocytosis of MT1-MMP is involved in ECM degradation around FAs. Transport of MT1-MMP vesicles requires microtubules, and ECM proteolysis may initiate FA disassembly. (C) Integrins are internalized by different endocytosis pathways and at least partially recycled back to the cell front. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis is thought to be involved in uptake of FA-associated, activated integrin molecules, whereas clathrin-independent pathways may be more important for endocytosis of inactive integrins. Arrows with broken lines indicate integrin transport and recycling pathways.](JCB_201206050_Fig2){#fig2}

Indeed, FA disassembly induced by microtubule regrowth is independent of RhoA and Rac1 activity, but requires several core components of the endocytosis machinery ([@bib29]). The GTPase dynamin that is involved in vesicle abscission from the plasma membrane ([@bib31]) is enriched around FAs in nocodazole-treated cells and continues to accumulate during the FA disassembly phase after nocodazole washout ([@bib29]). Dynamin is recruited to FAs by FAK and is phosphorylated and activated by FA-associated Src kinase ([@bib95]). Similarly, clathrin heavy chain, a key coat protein of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, also accumulates around FAs, and both dynamin and clathrin are required for microtubule regrowth-induced FA disassembly and integrin internalization ([Fig. 2 C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib29], [@bib30]; [@bib21]). In addition, several adaptor proteins that link receptors in the endocytic vesicle membrane to the clathrin coat accumulate around FAs in these assays and are partially required for FA disassembly. Multiple studies found that the clathrin adaptors Dab2 and the closely related autosomal recessive hypercholesterolemia (ARH) are required for FA turnover ([@bib21]; [@bib30]). Numb, another clathrin adaptor that was initially identified as a cell fate determinant in neuronal development, also accumulates around FAs and is required for integrin endocytosis ([@bib72]). Numb may be recruited to FAs by the core clathrin adaptor AP-2 ([@bib72]). AP-2 depletion results in enlarged FAs ([@bib21]), and dominant-negative adaptor proteins that perturb AP-2--clathrin complex formation inhibit integrin internalization ([@bib5]). However, other studies have failed to detect localization of AP-2 or Numb near FAs or a requirement for FA disassembly ([@bib30]). It is possible that adaptor proteins have endocytosis-independent functions. For example, Dab2 can directly bind the cytoplasmic domain of integrins and may compete with binding to the FA component talin independently of its role in endocytosis ([@bib15]). However, such a competition has not been tested directly.

Differences in adaptor protein utilization also suggest that different cell types or different integrins may use different endocytic pathways. Adding to the complexity, integrins also exist in inactive or active, matrix-engaged conformational states ([@bib63]; [@bib99]) that may be internalized by different routes, possibly using different clathrin adaptors ([@bib5]). Because integrin interactions with Numb and talin are mutually exclusive ([@bib72]), Numb-mediated endocytosis may be specific to inactive integrins. In contrast, it has also been proposed that inactive integrins are internalized by clathrin-independent endocytosis mechanisms ([@bib25]), and further experimentation will be required to illuminate the complexity of different endocytosis pathways in integrin recycling and FA turnover.

Although microtubules are almost certainly required for long-range transport of endocytic vesicles, the manner in which microtubules are involved in early steps of endocytosis is less obvious. One possibility is that microtubules target parts of the endocytic machinery to FAs. Microtubules may facilitate transport of clathrin, adaptor proteins, or dynamin to FAs, but these proteins accumulate at FAs largely independent of microtubules ([@bib72]; [@bib21]; [@bib30]). In contrast, integrin-linked kinase (ILK)-mediated microtubule stabilization is required for caveolin-1 transport and caveolae formation at the cell surface ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib101]). Although their functions are diverse, caveolae likely represent a clathrin-independent endocytosis pathway ([@bib25]; [@bib51]). Despite the name, ILK is thought to not function as a kinase but rather as an adaptor protein that links integrins to the actin cytoskeleton ([@bib102]). ILK binds IQGAP1, and at least GFP-tagged IQGAP1 localizes near FAs ([@bib101]). IQGAP1 interacts with and possibly recruits the formin mDia1 ([@bib10]), which has been proposed to stabilize microtubules downstream of RhoA by an unknown mechanism ([@bib100]). Although this microtubule stabilization pathway appears unrelated to the +TIP-mediated mechanisms discussed earlier ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), IQGAP1 has been reported to interact with APC and CLASPs ([@bib96], [@bib97]). However, the functional significance of these interactions remains unclear.

FA disassembly by endocytosis would require internalization of active, ECM-engaged integrins. Thus, although endocytosis is evidently important for integrin recycling, it is difficult to envision how this could be the initial step of FA disassembly. FAs rapidly disassemble when actomyosin-mediated contractile forces are released, and kinesin-dependent transport of a relaxation factor along microtubules toward FAs has been postulated early on ([@bib47]; [@bib55]). The identity of such a relaxation factor is still unclear, although signaling molecules such as Src are transported along microtubules and could potentially contribute to FA turnover ([@bib108]). An alternative mechanism by which pulling forces could be released from FAs is to sever the connection between FAs and the actin cytoskeleton. The calcium-dependent protease calpain cleaves several FA proteins, including talin, that link integrins to the actin cytoskeleton ([@bib8]; [@bib7]). Although, inhibition of calpain-mediated talin cleavage perturbs FA disassembly ([@bib32]), it is not by itself sufficient, and further proteolytic processing of the talin cleavage products is required ([@bib40]). In addition, calpain cleavage of other FA components such as paxillin has the opposite effect and stabilizes FAs ([@bib23]). It is also unclear how calpain activity could be spatially and temporally controlled in migrating cells, and there is no evidence of microtubule-based calpain transport. Finally, cleavage of an integral FA component such as talin in migrating cells with relatively rapid FA turnover appears to be a highly inefficient method of controlling FA dynamics. Thus, the role of calpain in FA dynamics is complex, and may be more important in the turnover of irreversibly attached FAs in the rear of the cell.

A more efficient way to trigger FA disassembly would be to cut integrin attachment to the ECM. Indeed, new findings indicate that cell-surface proteases are recruited to FAs, and may play a pivotal role in focused degradation of the ECM. The membrane type 1 matrix metalloprotease (MT1-MMP; also known as MMP-14) is targeted to and mediates ECM degradation near FAs ([@bib92]; [@bib94]), and is required for fibronectin and integrin endocytosis ([@bib88]). MT1-MMP also promotes FA turnover ([@bib91]), which would be expected if cleavage of integrin--ECM interactions release FA-associated pulling forces. Although a complex of FAK and p130Cas is required for MT1-MMP recruitment to FAs and for FA disassembly ([@bib65]; [@bib94]), it is not known how MT1-MMP is transported to FAs. However, both microtubules and kinesin motors are necessary for MT1-MMP surface localization ([@bib103]). Therefore, microtubules stabilized at FAs may provide a localized exocytosis pathway for MMPs that cleave integrin interactions with the ECM and as a result initiate FA disassembly. MMPs play important roles in in vivo cell migration and tissue remodeling, and aberrant extracellular proteolysis is associated with cancer cell invasion and metastasis ([@bib49]). Despite recent controversy, FAs clearly exist in cells migrating in a 3D matrix ([@bib34]; [@bib77]). In addition, +TIP-mediated microtubule organization and vesicular trafficking are essential for normal protrusive behavior in 3D ([@bib34]). It seems probable that FA-targeted vesicular traffic has other important functions in addition to FA turnover. This may partially explain why there are so many different proteins involved in mediating microtubule--FA interactions. One future challenge will be to mechanistically understand how these pathways are linked, and how they function in physiological 3D tissue environments.
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